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2Introduction:
The theme. of this article is the interplay between logarithmic Sobolev inequalities,
and ergodic properties of stochastic Ising models.
To be more precise, let g be a Gibbs state for some potential and suppose
{Pt: t. > O} is the senmigroup of an associated stochastic Ising model. Theti
{Pt: t > O} determines on L-(g) a Dirichlet form Cg. A logarithmic Sobolev ine-
quality is a relation of the form:
(L.S.) f' rlog r- d) g ae(ff), f E L2(g)
for some positive a (known as the logarithmic Sobolev constanat). W\Nhat we do in this
article is discuss some of the implications which (L.S.) has for the ergodic theory of the
stochastic Ising model.
In section 1 we discuss ergodlic properties from the standpoint of large deviatiou
theory. In particular, we introduce and compare rate functions with which one lmight.
hope to measture the large derivations of the normalized occupation time fuictioni:il.
The dliscussion here is quite general and does not rely on our having (I,.S.). Eveit o.
we are able to draw the following qualitative conclusion: given any closed set r of
non-stationary states, the probability that the normalized occupation time functional
up to time T lies in r goes to zero exponentially fast as T - o. Obviously, this
result is more interesting in cases when one knows that the only stationary measures
are Gibbs states. lt.ilizing the ideas developed here, we reproXe here the result that.; in
dimensions one and two this is the case.
Section 2 begins our use of (L.S.). In the first. place, we show that a complete
large deviation principle follows from (L.S.). Second. (L.S.) provides us with a way to
estimate the size of large deviations. Finally, we provide a condition u!:lder wllich one
can prove not only that (L.S.) holds, but also thart there is precisecly one .stationary
measllre.
In Section 3 we begin by showing that (L.S.) plus uniqueness of g implies that.
shift-invari.ant initial states converge to g at an exponential rate at least. 2/t. Not-
ing that. (L.S.) implies that IIPtf - f fcr ll) s exp(- t/c)llf- f(lgll t 1 we `see
that. this rate is the same as the one wvhich we would predict from spectral considcera-
tions.
Because we only know a few very special situations in which (L.S.) holds. we
study in Section 4 what can be said if our Gibbs state is very mixing and a logcarithmnlic
Sobolev inequality holds for each finite dimensional conclition;il with a logarithlllic
Sobolev constant which tends to = at a certain rate as the size of the systetm grows.
What we finld is that the type of convergence proved in section 3 (under (L.S.)) still
occurs, only now at. a sub-exponential rate (depencling on the behavior of the loga-
rithmuic Sobolev for the finite climensional conditionals). Section 5 is devoted to tLhe
application of Section 4 in the case of oue-dimensional Ising models. In this case we
find that the aboive convergence rate is exp(-yt/log t) for some -y > 0.
It should be noted that although we have restricted ourselves here to Ising models
with continuous spins, much of what we do applies to any situation in which the
appropriate logarithmic Sobolev inequalities are available. Thus, the results of Sec-
tions 4 and .5 apply equally well to most Ising models with compact spin states. How-
ever, at the present. time, the only interesting exatmples of models for which (I,.S.)
holds are continuous spin state mIodels.
41. Rate Functions and Large Deviations for Interacting Systems
Althougllh many of our results are true in a more general context, for the sake of
definiteness we will restrict our attention to the settino described below.
(IW.j is a compact, oriented. C'-Riemannian manifold of dimension N and X
denotes the associated normalized Riemannian volume element on NM.
LE- fz" is given the product topology and R denotes the Borel field 2 over
E, Given 0 : A C Z", E, = M1A, q E E -llA E-  is the natural projection of £
onto E,,, and 2/bA is the inverse image under ' - ',A of the Borel field REbA. .Also if
L E NII(L) (the space of probability measures on (E, 2)) and 0 * A C Z", then I,
denotes the marginal distribution of p on FE (i.e., |f ~dIA = f (11'aA)l(cd) for all
EA
4 E .(EL). Given 0 $ A CC Z" (i.e., A is a finite non-empty subset of Z)., £.({(EJ
denotes the inverse image under ' - 'Ia of C=(E,,). Finally.
2(E) = U{C(EJ): 0 * A cc Z}.
A potential .9 is a family {JF: 0 : F CC Z'} of functions JF E CF(E). We
will always assume that, 3 has finite ranre P, JF- 0 for F CC Z, with the pro-
perty that max{ik-l[ - max Jki-lif, k.l E F} > R, and we will use An . n - 0. to
denote {k E Zv: Ikl s nR} and 8A n , n 2 1, to stand for A\A,,_l. In addition. we
will always assume that J is boundedl in the sense that, for each m Z O, all deriva-
tives of JF up to order m are bounded independent of F CC Z' . Finally we will
often assume that J is shift inv.ariant JF+k = JF O Sk, F CC ZV and k E Zv, where
Sk: £L- E is the shift map on E induced by the latt-ice shift on Z.
Given k E ZV, set
IHk -I JF
(FCCZD:FD k}
andt define the linear operator L: 2..(E) - 2(E) by:
5L= e c'diVk;(t-l'kVk)
kEZ v
where di-vk and Vk refer, respectively, to the divergence and gradient. operators on
the k 'b Piemaun manluifold( ({..r).
For a given 0 - A C ZV, define (Ea·.'c) E E, x x ¢. (,[ra.c) } ( E so that
(1),(t{,l,',c)) = -A and ('a{,SAll':))A,- 'lA,. In particular. if 0 • A CC Z,
define g^: EA x EA, - RI by
ga(,[l'qaC) = eLxp(- X JF o A.,(,aIlNc))
F:FnA.AZ 0
and set
ZA(1,n)-- If g, a-i,)kA(rdLA ).
EA,
We say that g E MI(F)E is a C(ibbs ?;tate for the potential . and write g E ( 7 ) if.
for each 0 $ A CC Z', 1A, E E- ,(,Ilac) X(dCa)/ZA(qal ) is a regular condli-
tional probability distribution on E, of g given .- , (i.e., for all E j)E:
- f ' 1 o- J(S,°, ga I,(4lcX(d4,) lZ,(-qa}
EA
is the conditional expectation value of ~ given Pke).
n -- C([O,=); E) with the topology of uniform convergence on finite intervals and
111 is the Borel field I-n over fl. Given t. 0, 'qO(t): f - E is the evaluation map
at time t and l t = o({(s): 0 s s t.). \e say that. P E Nl,(O)
sol-ve, the martinalle problem for I, at . E E if
(O(-q(t))- 4()- f( I ¢,(-q(s))d, 171 . P)
0
is a mean zero martingale for all E 2((E).
The following theorem summarizes, a few of the basic facts about the sitilatnion
described above. At, least when 'I is tile circle, proofs can be found in [9]. For gen-
eratl (NI.r). proofs have been given in the thesis of L. Clemens [2].
(1.1) Theorem: For each 11 E E there is precisely one P, which solves the mar-
tingale problem for L at Mo. I reover. the family {P,: E E} forms a Feller con-
tinuous. strong Markov family. Next. set P(t,C,.) = P; ol(t)- l, (t.C) E [0,=) x E,
and define {Pt: t- 0} on J-?E by Pt(C)O= f C(ll)P(t.,,d'l). Then for each
A CC Z" there is a continuous map (t,1,) E (O,=) x E - pA(t.,C,) E C'(Ea)+ such that
Pa(t,;,d',, ) = pA(t,gC,'A)XA(dqA). In fact. p,(t,,'rlA) > 0 for all
(t-,.t.A) E (0,x) x Ex EA and
(1.2) sup max sip J [V (t' )](dli) < O
(Z,.ccz" k (t,:)Ej8.;lXE pt )
for each 8 E (0.11. Also if , C MIt(E), then ;p is {Pt: t, 2 O}-invariant. (i.e.,
=L -= LP, tl O) if an only if J Ldl4tL = 0 for all E _ 2(E). Finally. (( .9) is a
E
non-e:mpty, compj)act, convex subset or Nll(E); g E V( .7) if and only if. for each
T > O, t E [O.T1 -l(t.) and t E [O.T] -- (T-t) have the same distribution under
Pg = | p-g(ddq) if and only if |f ,Lidg -= f'L4dlg for all 4.t' E -(f). In parlicii-
E E 
lar, for each g E ( t ): {Pt: t. 0} has a unique extension as a strongly continutous
semigroup {Pr: t. 2 O} of non-negativity preserving self-adjoint contractions on
L2( g);
= i t )(' Pt. () ' (4- - t. 4),)L(, ) E (g),
is a Dirichllet fori': and g is an extremle elemlent of C( .7) if and olly if , = L:[4]
(a.S.g.) whlenever i( E L2(g) andl ( =)= 0.
7One of our aims in this article is to study the long ;ime asymptotics of the nor-
malized occupation time functional
t
t 0
under the measures P,. To begin this progranm, we introduce Donsker and Varadlhan's
r-te function I: MN1(E) - [0,o ] given by
I() = sup {-jf Lu dL, u E 2(E) and u > O}.
Clearly I is lower semi-continuous (Nl1(E) is always given the topology of weak con-
vergence) and convex. In fact., if X: C'(E) - R' is defined by
A(V) = Ptim I lo(m E  '[expj d)X(V) = lim -log(su Ep f )ds)I),
then (cf. Theorem (7.18) and Corollary (.7.19) in [121 and be warned that. J is us.ed in
place of I throughout that reference) X and I are duals of one another under the
Legendre Transform:
(1.3) I(L) = sup{f Vdg,-X(V): V E C(E)}, In E M1 (E),
and
(1.4) X(V) = sup{J VdCL-I(p.): pL E hNI1(E)}. V E C(E).
From (1.3) and (1.4) it is quite eas.y (cf. corollary (7.26) in [12]) to see that.
(1.5) I(i±) = 0 if and only ifr = p.P, for all t 2 0
and that (cf. Theorem (8.1) in [121)
(1.60) linz TI log lp P,(L, E r) < - irf I(p.)
,-, t r! l. r i. co
for :ll r E ]-xl\E). In particul:ir. if r i- a closed ,ub.,et of . -1(g) and f contaiwn ,
8no {Pt: t 2 O}-invariant measure. then
(1.65') - I l og sup P,(Lt E r) < 0.
Alt hough (1.6) and (1.6') are themselvce, of some interest, as they stand, they' have
two serious drawbacks. First, (1.6) is incomplete in the sense that it lacks an accoum-
panying lower bound. Second, I(,L) does not lend itself to easy computtation or, for
that matter, even easy estimation. For these reasons, we now introduce Donsker and
\'aradhan's other candidate for a rate function. Namel,, given a g E( (9 ), define
JS(PL) for p E MNl(E) so that Jg(P)-- if pL is not absolutely continuous with
respet. to g and
J., (L) = /g(fl/',fl/2) if dL = fdg.
Using elementary propert ies of Dirichlet forms, one can check that.
f E Ll(g)+ - og(ft',fI'/) is lower semicoutinuous and convex (cf. Lemma (7.40) in
[12]); from which it, is clear that, , E MI1(E) - Jg(L) is convex. On the other hand it
does not follow that p, E NIt(E) - J,(L) is lower semi-conltinuous: and this cir-
cumstance is the source of the major obstruction to a general theory based onl J.
Nevertheless, there are several interestingl properties of J§ which (do not rely on lower
semi-continuity. In particul-ar, let Lg dlenote the generator of {Pt': t ~ 01 in L2(g)
and define Xg(V) for V ( C(E) by
X'(V) = lir lo-ioEPg[exp(fiv' (ss)ds)] .
t- t 0
Then ani equivalent expression for Xk(V) is
X( ') = sup {f\ dg+(. 4J),t.lg): ,l, E Dol(l,) and II.IILt-_e) = 1}.
From this secol d express.ion for XM it is ea cs to see that Xk is the Legcendre
t tr:rlnformll of .ol:
(1.7) Xu(V') = sp{fVdd L- J,(p.): Y C NII(E)}.
Unfortunately, unless JO is lower semi-continuous. one cannot invert. (1.7) to con-
clude that. .J3 is the Legendre transform of X$ and hence that there is an upper
bound like (1.6) wvith I replaced by Ja. In order to explain what we can say in this
direct-ion, lefine SP(g) p E [1,x] to be the set of p E MI1(E) such that there exist.
Tp E [0.x) andc fT E LP(g) with the property that d(p.PT ) = fTdg.
(1.8) Theorem: Let g (E C- 7) be given. If g is extreme in ( _7) and
p. E SI(g), then
(1.9) lim.-tlogP,(LtEf) 2 - inf .IJ(m). r E 1?
*.-_3 t m~iafF
On the other hand, if Jg is lower semi-continuous and pL E n SP(g), then
perI,,,)
(1.10) limn -logp,(LtEr) s - inl.TI((m), r E l(E)
t.-, t. mE'
In particular, if g E ext.( 7( )) anud J is lower semi-continuou.s, then for all
p (E n SP(g) and · ( C(Nll(E)):
(1.11) lii m 1 logEP '[exp(t l( Lt.))]
t-x t
- sup {('(m) - JS(m): m E NII(E)}.
Proof. Suppose g E ext( L( .7)). Then,. for all 4 E I,'(g), 'Cg(() = 0 if and only
if ~ i: rn-almost surely constant. Ieuce, byv the samie argiulent as is used to prove
Theorem (8.2) in [121. (1.9) can b)e shovwn to hold for -all gp ( NII(E) with pL << g.
Thus, if p E Sl(g), then there is a T E [0.X) such that (1.9) holds when ~ is
replaced by p.T = pPT. But if OT: n-- denotes the timle shirt. map, then
PT(I,, E)= P,(Lto TE ) and clearly ILL-Lto0TII,.ar < 2T/t. Ifence, if in E int 
and B is an open neighborhood( of in .such t hat I3 is a positive variation lorm
10
distance from rc. then
laL- logP ,(Lt, Er) 2iLt logP,(Lt-: TEB)t-- t t- t
- ]im-lt 1°ogP~T(L _P > -inJinfJl(1) > - .Jl(m).
t- ~ t
Next. assume that Jg is lower semi-continuous. Then, by Lemma (8.18) in [121
imru-logPg(Lt E) S - inf.JIm( ).
t-- t &&Er
Hence, if dCl= fdg where f E LP(g), then. by 'IWtdler's inequality:
lira t-logP,(LtE )- -inf 1, Jg ( m ).
t-~ t mnEr'p
where p' is the iolcler conjugate of p. Now suppose that. x E n SP(g). Then. for
pE[1, =)
each p E [1.=) there is a Tp E [O.=) such that
lim -logPT (LtEf) ; - 1 imnfJ{m).
t--a t Tp P m
By the same reasoning as was used in the preceding paralgraph, we can now conclude
that for any · > 0:
(1.12) li m -logP,,(Lt E r)< lim P- - T(Lt E r-)
~s- pl, inf Jm(m),
P met cr'
where ':=: {l', liL-,' llvar < e for some E r}. Since (1.12) l;olds for all
p E jl,:),
liu -!logP,(Lt E Fr) < - inf Jg(m)t-:o t a
for all e > O, anl clearly (1.10) results from this and the lower semi-continuity of .I-
Q.E.D.
CompLring (1.10) and ( I.5). one is incliuced to a;k whether I and .Ij are not
closely relate(l. A partial answer is provided in the work of Dousker and Varad<lan.
.Namely, one has (ef. Theorem (7.4-1) in [12]) that
(1.1;3) I(.)- J~(.L). . E .I1(E)
and that
(I.14) I(.) = JV(). , E NI1(E) with LP, << g for all t. > 0.
Obvioiisly. if (as can be the case when v - 3) C( 7 ) has more than one element.
then I(A) = J-(L) must fail for sonie L E Nll(E). Indeed, if ~( 3) contatins more
than one elemrent. then so does ext( ( .9 )). Let g and g' be distinct elements of
ext( 5( .7). Then gLg' and so .I,(g')w= x, whereas 1(g') 0.
The difference between I and Ja is, of course. a manifestation of the weak ergo-
dicity of the processes' under consideration. In p;lrticular, we do not even know. in
general. that every {P,: t ' 0}-invariant measure is a Gibbs state. .-\s we will now
show. one can u:lke effective use of the function I to study such problemns; namlely we
use I to prove that, when v E {1,2}, every {Pt: t > 0}-invariant. mleasture is a Cibb,b
state. This result was ohtaiue( hby us in [(1 using the full force of Theoremn (1.1): the
pre.eut proof is much more elemCentary (in pa:rticular we do not usie (1.2)). I1u .ection 2
we will u-se similar ideas to show that, when v = 1. there are nontrivial choices of .r
for which one can show that. I - J. (when v = 1. ( -7 ) conta:ins only one element
and so the choice of g is unahbigtlous).
In the followitg.. InI'(E d) -ldenotes tlle fillbert space obtaiined by couipletiii~
C·'(Etr,) with reispect to II1l.!.:, iven y 
Iu k EA
(1.15) Lemma: If I(A) < . theln. for eac;h l 0, (l ia, - fX,("A wu ihere
12
f:' E H'(Ex ). In fact. there is a B E (0.=) buch that
f IV11(e f ': 2fl/)I :eHkdXA' - 2I(;L) + BIA4.{
kE(A Et&
for n > 1. where ItH = - ' !F-
{F-Aa: F k}
Proof. Set En = EA,. L-=p ,A
.
and X,- X A'
Noting that
I(~) > - Lt dlalL
Enl. U
for all u E C'(E }) which are strictly positive and taking = lo-gu. we see that
.. ). 2- E IIJllVkli'dp. - I L3¢dp.3+l
kE'a En En-*
for all W E C"(Ea). Next. define Ln: C'(En)-C'(En) by
L- = Z e ~ (livrk(eH " Vk).
Then. by the precedin: -
I() 2 - 2 f IIV ;f. aII-d, - I Lu*d(l.
ktA, E, En
+ f 5 (gradzu+[V;,I-Vl;X)CL3 4 1
k(Ao Eo~l
- .L c ' IIVklk:(dI. - f.,atd.k(AEA l
where I'1- li k - 11. Hence, if
13
L u
-l)--p{-f 
- c--id: u E C'(EQ) and u > 0}
ED U
sup{- : fik1;,11l. 
- f Lf, .- L: , E"(E.)}
k'. E. Ea
= 2.up{- 2 fIlIVlII 'ci I L, dl.:  EC' (E,)}
k1-At Ea E,
for ., E .I 1 (EM), then
(1.10) I°(.La) < 2I( ) + B aAj,.
where
B = su p V. F~Ik ( ),-./EA a.
To complete the proof. let (Pr: t O} be the difflsion semigroup on C'EJ,
."~ .'~ t
dceterniuned bv L, (i.e.. P, - , = fP,nLc/ls for t. > 0 and 4 E C(I!E.)) ;lld lCt
g{(dllX, ) = exp(- F JF(1qa))Xl((liaa)/Z 1.
FCaO
where Z, = fexp(- C ))X,(D~ 4 ). Then. since
Ea FCA,%
f4, L d =- , f( VO IVk*,)dg-
En kl E a E
for all ,4, E C'(-E)., {Pt: t 2 O is the diffusion semigroup associated with the Dir-
ichlet form C, given by:
C,(t.JI) = C f I1Vj4l-(dg.
k(A~
for 4q E H'(E,). Mloreover. since 1,a is elliptic. Pp is giOven )by a smllooth kerlcl.
Ilence, fori ll f E IN(Eu) tanl t > O. P «< gOu: and so (cf. Theorem (. t ) in [1 2])
.I:(.I) < if and only iF ( fd lg wvhere fr' lt'( E. iln which c:,se
14
Jn(.) = 6n(fl/2. f"' 2). Applyiung this with ix = IL, otur result follows now from (1.15).
Q.E.D.
(1.17) Theorem: If Ii) = 0, then. for each n A 1. n'LPA = f,,clXA where
f112 E II'(Ea, ) and
(I.18) f llVk(eHk f/')lI'eHkclX A
kEAn-l E
< B';'IA21OAI'[ $ f IIVk;(eH fl/-I)l-e ifLd 1 ''j/2
k(8A E, . 1
In particular. if v C {1,2}. then every {Pt: t 2 0} invariant ix E MIl(E) is a Gibbs
state for . . and for all v, every translation invariant, {Pt: t 2 0} invariant
u. E :I1(E) is a Gibbs state for 37.
Proof. WVe continue with the notation used in the proof of Lemma (1.15).
Observe that. (cf. [9]) once (1.18) has been proved the identification of {Pt: t. 2 0o
invariant measures as Gibbs states is quite easy. Thus we will concentrate on the
proof of (1.18). As a first step, note that (cf. Remark (1.20) below), as a conseiquence
of Theorem (1.1), A = - P, implies that. diLa = fwdX, where f. is a strictly positive
element of C'(En) for each n 2 1. Sceonlly. as in the proof of Lemma (1.15).
I(p.) = 0 implies that
0 -- J [JfIVklhl'2dixn+ f eHkdivk(e- H kVk,))l A+,]
k(A n ED En+ 1
for all i E C'(E,). Noting that. for k E An1
- fIlVkhll2(iPI u - f eHk(div(e-"kqV)(,i+ lI
Ea En !
=-- _ff/"V 1! If"V /, - 2efV k (eH kf))/
E tt for 
and that, for k E M U
15
- fliV iil-dCL -
_
f eHkctivk(e-TIV kc)d(iL+l
~n En+ 1
ffn gl + lf" 1V k '~ { e H" -fJ "'~n J +"n+ll+1
_ J_ f|ll +-l; vkoll e aEn,
En
-?[f llrfi 2VkO4IIax2dX1.[ f ,IVk(e - dXTi)ll: ) 'kd8x. ],,
En En+l 
we arrive at
X f liflr:Vr;klldXkEAn E
+ 2 J111V 1 u1d [ f!d][ f I(Vk(e H k/ fn+;2 )l12e -HkdXn+
kE6Ar E kAAn Eg+-
~ ~ ~~- Hk7k{£L e 2 Hk2 f
-H , 3r/- u - - kt + 2 e u
ft/i-V Ot, = 2'f';'2r V t,,,+ I 1 v
= e e- HVk(e kfl)
for k E Aa and t}hat Ht = 11k for k E A,,+ 1, the preceding together with (1.10) yiellds
(1.19) E2 f i IV:(d k" X
;;f@An ED
kE Al E+ E1
A(fte-di iifg IIV(le ,,lft/ng 0.-lblt (1.1
kIf.u-I t En
Af er' dlivilidin 1) E anl letting E - 0. we obtaliu( 1.18. Q.E.D.
(1.20) Remark: As was meutioned before. Theorem (1.17) wan, proved in T[9 using the
estimates in Theorem (1.1), especially (1.2). In the proof given here, we have used the
much simpler fact that PA(l1,r.) adlmits a smooth positive density with respect to
X A . Actually we could have avoided using even this relatively elementary fact.
Indeed. the existence of f,, n 1, w:ith fl'2 E I'(E, ) comes from Lemmlnn (1.15). In
addition a mollification procedure (cf. [131) allows one to findl. for a given tn > 1, a
sequence {ia}l*=l C NIt(E) such that .l _n, I( t') - I(i,), d(l'),. - ft +ldXAn'.
w here fI+l is a strictly positive element of C(E,,), and
Il(f/+,,)" - fl +lIH(E2 1) - 0. Hence, we could have arrived at (1.18) via a limit pro
cedure in which , is replaced by ILt and I is allowed to become infinite.
2. Logarithmic Sobolev inequalities and Gibbs states.
In this section we give conditions which imply the existence of a logarithmic
Sobolev inequality for some Gibbs states. \Ve then show how a logarithmic Sobolev
inequality allows us to prove that I = Jg when v = 1 and to obtain an tpper bound
on - inf Ja(p) (and therefore on ril-ii logPg(LtEr)) for any v when
oEr t-. t
r = {t±EMI(E): f',dpL - f1 124 efor some 4 EC (E) andl e>0.
The theorem which gives us a logarithmic Sobolev inequality is the following.
(2.1) Theorem: Let Ric denote the Ricci curvature tensor for (M,r) and assulme that
ric a Pr (in the sense of quadratic forms) on T(NI)x T(NI) for some E (O0.x). In
;addition assume that there is a y: Z' -[0 .) and an 0 < e < I such tll;
7 y(k)M ( -eO and
(2.2) Iles>(JF)(Vkft VJf)j
F'{k I}
17
< y(k- i)l Vkfl l lV fll
k, /EZv
for all k,l E ZV and f E 2,. Then '( 3) contains precisely one element. g. More-
ovcr. if
GA.( n(d ) = ga( %a11'qd) nA (dA )/ZA (',)
for n >0 and Eq  E. then
(2.3) | ( )lo(1( LD) ,,(GA, )
A4 - ri flVk4)( a)lI nl-(clrl1 c)
for all O E C"(Eb). In particular,
(2.4) f 4)(5-log( I4 4)f/l ) l L,'(g))o 1/). .,). 4 E L2(g).
Proof. W\hen MI = Sd and g E ext( ( 7)), (2.3) and (2.4) are proved in [11]. Since
the general manifold case is exactly the same as lwhen \I = d, we will restrict our
attention hlere to the proof that j ( 3) contains only one element.
To prove that there is only one element in w ( 9). e will prodluce a nlarkov
scrni-group {P,: t z 0} with the properties that. every gE 5 (3) is {Pt: t- Ol-
invariant midcl
(2.5) in sup.E IP T4)(- PT((11)! = O
for each E 2'(E). To thir end. defle l,: C'(E,) - C'(E) by
L(. - o 2'k(ldi(: (e H)V 4) )--0
wt here To p~~~~~~~~rov h a heeionyoeeeeti 27.e;,.'l rdc ro
t~Icmigop{~.:t },'ihtepoerte ht vr (T s{' - }
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Hk= C; JF
(F-AAn F k)
ancl denote by ({P1: t 2 0} the associated Mlarkov semigroup on C'(E,). Then C'(FE,)
is {Pln: t 2 0}-invariant. Moreover. by the same reasonring as was used in [1], if
r/ (.) -1 . L.,_, = 2ik IIVk 112
kEA a
and
1- [Lr(.)-f( Ln)1
then
r.(~,b) >- crp(4),4), .4 E C-(E,).
Next., note that. for each T > 0 and o E6 C*(En):
1 Ptnr1'(PTtr$) PT-tt ) ,= P r.(P P T-r_), t E [0,T].
ThlS
lr ( P f. < P;.) i, IC(E) < e-.Tl!f(, .' )l(E 
At t.he same time, by the mean-value theorem, there is a K E (0. O ), which is indepen-
(lent of n, such that
siup 1xre)- (})l S INllrlt(. 4))llc'iED), E CC(E).
Thus we conclude that
(2.6) sutl e- i ,
for all n > 0. T > 0 and 4 ( C'"(E,).
Fini;lly. let {[P,: t 2 0} be the .\lIrkov .elii-group onr C'(a) a.s.ocittcd witih
I: 2.(E)- c(t.) given by
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£i, z C 2 k,e"di-vk-(e- HkVck).
kEZ v
Then every g ~E 6 (- J is {1P: t > O}-intvariant (in fact. reversible). .Also for each
T > 0 and C ( C(El. [P. 6o . o.]° -'r6 linirormnly on E. Hence. , y (2.0).
(2.5) holds for each q E .(E). Q.E.D.
Note that Theorem (2.1) applies only to m;nnifolds with a non-zero Ricci curva-
ture. For exam.ple, it applies to S2, where the Ricci curvature equals the usual mietric.
Thus, in this ca.-e, if the interacticio is
O(F, " ) if F = {i.j} with li-il = 1
JF(x) =
Orxl=[0X ~ otherw ise,
then for 3 < this process (the stochastic Hei-senberg model) has a unicue stat iou-4v
arv measure. and that stationary measure, which is necessarily a Gibbs state, satisfies
a logarithmic Sobolev inequality.
Our next goal is to show that if g (.7) sa;tisfies (L.S.) then ,JI can :omnetinlle
be used in place of I to esti;amate Iin-l-iogP(LtEf). We begin by showing that, when
t- - t,
= 1 (L.S.) inmplies that. I actually coincides with J, (recall that., when v = 1, there
is only one gE,( :7)). To idate. we know of no non-trivial examples in which I = J'
when v-2 ; and we cannot rule out. the possibility that. I= .IJ whenever I (-)-1 = 1
or.at. least, whenev'er IC (71)1 = I and thie unique gE(,"-) s; tisfies (L.S.).
W\e begin with the following leinia.
(2.7) Lemma. .-\.sunie that g is the only c(!e!ient of z (37) and tlhat g satisfi's
(2.3). I,et L(.') = J .n > 1 . w Lhere iL E NI (f) and a.sulmn tatl (Ilht = fadX, hv lwere
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sup C f e- dX < 
D kfan-l
then p. << g.
Proof. Let g,( lj) be the conditional den.iT - of g on AJ t I given q E EAc. Ther
denotiug by3 v a and applying (2.3) we have
(2.8) f e HklIVk(eHkI2f1/2)ll2 dX
k;(Aak_1
g= Z f ,(: l' )flVk(f'i 'q) )'
ra r( g ) lg ( n ) ) D( )g I )od__ .' g,f; )A),(  )td
Let h,(Ii) = fa, (ll)g.(4l)cdll. Then by Jensen's inequality applied to xlogx and
the dqn integral. we bound the right side of (2.8) below by
(2.9) c f f 1()log( -f1 ( )14
2a |C fmfgm)log( Ih, l ,(, ) ,.m
for m < n- 1. here we have applied Jensen's inequality again. this time to the vari-
ables A£,A*m. Note that (h))Am - gmi as n - x by the uniqueness of the Gibbs state.
Thus
SUp f f o g,( r:m ).An (IC 'sun 
m gain 
Therefore { n r I} is uniformlv integrable with respect to g,. and hence
A<< .E.D.
< g. O.F.D.
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Since Ja.AJ does not de,'iiud on n if v = 1. from Lemma (1.15), (1.13), (1.14).
Lemma (2.7) and (1.6) we obtain the following theorem.
(2.10) Theorem. If v = 1 and (2.3) holds. then there is percisely one gE(.( 7 ) and
I = JM. In particular, in this case we have that
(2.11) . ) ID-to g( supPr(L, E r )- '-i if Jg
for-all closed rC.I[l(n) and that
(2.12) lir 1-log,(Ps,(L Er)) -infJ$
for all open rCNll(fl) and all ~LESI(g)
When v>2 and (L.S.) holds, we can still give an upper bound in terms of J$.
(2.13) Theorem. Let gE(( 9.) and assume that g satisfies (L.S.). Then JO is lower
semi-continuous and Ml(f) and U SP(g) f n SP(g). In particular:
(2.1.) f,a~l·I I'Slog( P, L, E r')).= - i fJ$
t-- t r
for all LE U SP(g).
Proof: To prove that Ja is lower semi-continuous, suppose that. L,-L in N\1(fl) and
that supJg(,L,,) < =. Then, dl,, = fdg where 'g(f.l,f'l")= J-(I.') is botunlled.
Hence, by (L.S.) f,,log(f,,)dg is bolnded anud .o ({ft, is uniformly g-integrable. But this
means that. dp. fdg andt that. f,-f in L1(g). In particula;r.
.1,,(~) AJ = g( f"-, f 1-) s a. .g( r ; - f a EL JaR jt)  .f.(fl.2 fl/.ef f , ,g .. f'") = IizJf(...l.).
To see that -SP(g)C U S5(g) for all pE( I .x). it suffices to check that LP(g)CbSq(g)
for all 1 < < ( < x But, by Gro,.,'s Theorem (cf. Theorem (9.10) in [1:21)
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IPtllpq = 1 for - _e"a'. Q.E.D.
~p-q p-
Given gE ( 37). set r(f) = {p.E.IM(fl):fldL.-fclg-i} for ¢EC(E) and E>O.
\We conclude this section by showing that when g satisfies (L.S.) then
(2.14) - inf Ju -¢ 2/(aB()) , e>0,
r-**o
where B()(E(O,c) is a certain number which depends on ~ alone.
The first step in the derivation of (2.1-1) is the simple observation that (L.S.)
implies that
(2.15) -infJ-< - Iinf{fflog(f)dg: f(gEF}.
r aL
The second step is taken in the following lemma.
(2.16) Lemre.:. Let (f. ., 11) be a probability space and let i be a bounded con-
tinuous real valuedl function on fl such that f q(x)p.(dx) = 0. Define
~)(a1) = |f ca(x) pL(dx).
Then for all e > 0,
inf{f f(x)log(f(x))Pl.(dx): f > 0,. f(x),(dlx) = 1, and
|f (x)f(x)l(clx) a e} > sup(ae-log({(a)))
Proof. By a theorem of Sanov (see Lemma (3.38) in [121). for each f- 0 such that
f f(x);L( (x) = 1, we have
(2.17) f f(x)log(f(x))L(dxSx) = sup ({ ,l(x)f(x);.(dx)- log(f e*(x) I.(dx))},
where the supremum over qi is over all bounded measurable functions tP. Letting [I
be of the form 4,(x) = aq((x) we see that.
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(2.18) f(x)iog(f(x)i).(tdx) - s1up{f a6( xi)f(t:L(.d,:!-losg(f ,P *" ) '.((dx))}.
Note that f 6(x)x((dx) = 0 implies that lAg(f ela :) p.(dx)) > 0 for all a. Thus
if in alditrion f f(x)6(x)~(clx) 'E. thenI we have
(2.19) f r(x)log(f(x))4(dx) > sup){a- log(f e ( x) L(clx))}
O.E.D.
Let. be a bounded continuous function with fI (x)g(dlx) = 0. \Ve dtiote
lo'(' el(x) gt(lx)) by F(a).
(2.20) Corollary. If (L.S.) holds azd if r = {: f 4(.x)pL(dx) 2 e}. f > O. thle
(2. *21) - inf .J,,( L) s -- sup(ae-F(a)}
Proof. This follows immediately- from (2.15) and Lemma (2.16). Q.E.D.
\\e now let I(E) = st p{aE-F(a)}. Silice F(0) = 0 and F'(0) = 0 and F(a) - 0
for all a we hane IK(0) = O0 and KN(E) > 0 for all e > 0. Note that. if G(.) 2 F(x)
for all x > 0. then
(2.22) I;(e) = sup (Ea- F(a)) > sup (a- G(a)).
azv a2 o
Since F(O) = F'(a) = 0 aUd F(a) < allfbll, for all a, there is a constant. B, < x.
such that F(a) ; Ba 2 for all a 2 0. Thus by (2.22). K(e) -B, for all > 0
4 BO
and t hus
(2.23) - inr J(i_) < -
The conistant -1ap3, in "2.23) is. prob:tbly not optimal, but in tlhe c.se whllere the
IF O0 for all F (i.e.. there is no i!nter:action) one sees that itf .Ij(i) iN asvmpultoti-
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call- consttait timc E as E does to Lero. Thus (2.23) is cqulitatively correct.
\We collect a few of the above observations tqgether for easy reference in the next
two sections.
(2.24) Lemma. Let , be a bounded continuous function such that.
f O(x)g(dcx) = O. Then for all f ' 0 such that f f( x)L(dx) = 1,
(2.25) 5 O(x)f(x)g(dx) < 2B(| f(x)logf(x),g(dx))1/ :
for any B such that log( 5 ei(x)ig(dx)) - B2a2 for all a.
Proof. Let e -= 5 (x)f(x)g(dx). If e s 0, then (2.25) is immediate. Otherwise from
Lemma (2.16) we have f f(x)logf(x)g(dx) - IK(e) >- e-/4BB-. Q.E.D.
3. Free Energy:
In this section the potential 9 and all probability measures on Z' which occure
are assumed to be translation invariant.
The point of this section is to show that if (2.2) holds (and hence the unique
Gibbs state admits a logarithmic Sobolev inequality), then, starting from translation
invariant initial states, the corresponding stochastic Ising model converges exponen-
tially fast to equilibrium.
Our main tool in this and the following section is Helmholtz free energy. In order
to take adlvanta;le of the translation invariance of the initial distribution we work with
the specific HIelmholtz free energy (ic the energy per lattice site) in this section. In the
next section we will be concerned with one large but finite box at a timne, and hence in
th:at section we will not need to divide the free energy by the volume of the box in
order to keep the quantities with which we are dealing finite.
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The free energy in a box A at i Ime t is cldefined as follows. Let 1%" be any ini-
tial distribution and let. pL,) denote the marginal distribution on IMA of jLoP t
If G!')(cld) is the marginal of the (uniquc if (2.2) holds) Gibbs state. then by Theorem
(1.1) .it'i << G(«t) for all t > 0. \We denote by f The
free energy of pL, on A is defined to be
(3.1} | f("){log{ ft)( {)G(A)(dg3
and the specific free energy of tL, is given by
(3.2) lim AI-1' J f(A)o0g(f(A)())G(A)(d )
A-Z v MA
If n,, is translation invariant, then p.t is also translation invariant antid hence the
limit in (3.2) exists (possibly +x=) by Tlheorem (7.2.7) in [111].
We need the following two facts.
(3.3) There is a constant C < x such that for all finite boxes, A, andc all initial dcis-
tributions L0,
| f--)(uo,<,ff|r)( )C;(A)(d5) < CIAi .
&MA
and
(3.t) For all 8 > 0 and all t E [8,58- 1 there is a constant. C(8) < x, such that for
all boxes A. f(a' .and 1ogf(A) are in the domain of L and
d r .Fl )(O e) og (e)lc(a)(d + .dt
where A = {k E Z" dilit(k.A) < P}. and! aA - A\A. (3.3) folloNws from (1.'2) jil't as
Theorem (-t.11) followv from Theorem (3.9) in [9j. For (3.-4) see (4.21) and Iemma
(4.22) if [9].
(3.5) Lemma. If (L.S.) holds, then for any initial distribution ito and any box A
and all t. > 0
(3.6) f f(A4)( )L(logf A)(F))g(dI) - f f()1logfA)(g)g(dl)
Proof. Let- E' be the generator of the semi-group {(P: t>O } in Theorem (1.1). Then.
for E.4  Dom(UE):
-f4, iiicl = £q,,~)
where fg( .*,) = -l (- + ,(++)-(-~.,-,) ] and ,fg is described in
Theorem (1.1). INext, set mt(dxd') = P(t,g,dcq)g(d{), where P(t,,,-) is the transition
probability function in Theorem (1.1). Then (cf. Lemma 7.38 in [12])
=( .t) lim lf()4,( ))( (~l)- 4( ))mt(dl.dl)
Hence. applying (L.S.) to (fA))1"-, (3.6) will be proved once we show that.
(a-b)( log( a)- log(b)) > 4(a1/- bl"'2)
for all a.b > 0. Equivalently. we must. show that
(x-1 )log(x) ; -{Ž(X- })
for all x > 0. But xE(0,=o)-(x- l)log(x)-4(xl 2 --1}) is a convex function whose
minimum occurs at x = 1. Q.E.D.
(3.8) Lemma. If (L.S.) holts, then for :ill 8 > 0 andl all t E [8,8-'1,
dt
< _ 4f f' )(~)loo(f(a)(i))g!a)(li) + C(8)IaT
Proof. Thii follows imme(liately from (3.41) and Lemma (3..5). Q.E.D.
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Noie that by (:3.3) anu Lemcll (3.8). for all- t. [1.5-'],
(:3.10) f t '(' lo ;,(t'' 1 ,/) ) (()
' e " CIAI + c C(8)jaT.4
(3.11) Lemma. If g E 5( 7.), and (L.S.) holds for g then for all 4 E 2(E) tlhere
is a constant. A = .A((, 9, ,) and an E = e( ., a) such that
If ('oSk)(4oSJ)cg - f 4'oSkdg f 'oSJdgl . Ae-"k-J '
Proof. (L.S.) imlplies that there is a gap of length at least 2 betwveen 0 and the
rest of the spectrum of L on L"(g) (see [101). The rest follows just as in the proof of
Theorem (2.18) in [81. Q.E.D.
(3.12) Lemma. Assume that 3 satisfies (2.2). Let g be the unique element. of
"t( nd 3 E 2) 4with f Icln = O. Define
F, (;) = log(f e k g) 
where the sunimation is over all k such! that oSk E 2(A). Then there is a constant-
A < - and a 8 > 0 such that for all [al < 8 and all boxes A
(:3.13) (,FA(a) < A JAI
da 2
Proof. I,et A be fixed an(d suppress it from the notation. Differenti.lting F twice we
have 
(:3.11) F"(a) = [f(Z °oSk)ye j dg f e i dg
k
Jf Z o °ke J ,g)'] /(f e J dlg):
Now let 27(: .A) = 7U {-to.lJ: j s.ich thlLt 4'oSJ E 2T( A)}. ThIIt i,. 3(, .A
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consists of the elements of 7 together with all- translates of aq which are measurable
inside A. If 37 satisfies (2.2), then there is a 8 > 0 such that for all lal < 8.
.?(a.A) also satisfies (2.2) with e replaced by E/2. Assume that lal is less than this 8
and let the unique element in 5(a.A) be denoted by ga Then note that (:3.14) is
equiva;lent to
(:3.1;) F"(a) = f(- 4oSY)- dg. - (f Z ,oSk dg,)2
k k
-= [5 I (oSk)({oSJ)dg a - (f 0oSkdg,(f 0oSJClg,)].
k j
Thus by Theorem (2.10), (L.S.) holds with an a: which may be taken independently of
a for lal < 8. The lemma now follows from the mixing property of Lemma (3.11).
Q.E.D.
(3.16) Theorem. Let 2 satisfy (2.2) and denote 4L (see (2.3)) by a. Let
9 ( 3) = {g}. Then for all 5 E Z(E) with |f dg = 0. there is a constant B,
such that for all translation invariant. initial states. j:.
(3.17) f1 5(t)Ad(l) < Be a
Proof. Fix a finite box, A. and note that by translation invariance
, 0(C)jLt(d) = JAI-' C I fpboS(g)ff^§Ao)(f (d(
k(A
where Ao is such that ~ E C', (E) and f, °) is as in the first part. of this section.
Then by (2.25') and (3.10), for any 8 > 0 and all t E [1,8-'I, we have
(3.18) f 40(g)l,({dl)- ' 2B,{e ' C'eAo+AI + - C(8)la(Ao+ A)}`'
where BA .salstices FA+.., ( ) < Ba:' for all a Ž 0. and F,+, is as ini Lemma
(3.12). Note that since F,+\o(0) = O and FA+,(O 0) f C oSkdg = 0 and
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F\+,o(aR) < a,3Yj. lJlli for all a. the existence of such a BA is guaranteed bv Lemma
(:3.13). Mloreover. again by iemma (3.1:3) we see that there is a constant B, < x
such that B' < B2/IA [ for all boxes A. Substituting this into (3.18) we have
(:3.1l) f 6(4) .(tld) '2B,{e ' CI'A+ Aoi/IAI + ( )C()la(A+ A o)l I/Il';'
for all finite boxes A. Letting A - Zv and noting that I{A+Ao[/lAl - 1 and that
I(A+ o)/ IAI - 0 we have the desired result.. Q.E.D.
(3.20) Remark. Notice that - is the estimate for the gap in the spectrum of L
predicted by (L.S.). \Vhat we have shown is that, at least when '0 is shift-invariant,
- is a lower bound on the exponential rate at which f(clpt approaches fdclg when
4E 2(E).
4. More Free Energy:
In this section we weaken the logarithmnic .obolev hypothes.is and replace it with
a strong mixing condition on the Gibbs state. \\e then derive a rate of convergence
which is slower than exponential. How much slower depends on how much the loga-
rithmic Sobolev hypothesis has been weakened. The method used here has the advan-
tage that it works for any initial distributions. not. only translation invariant ones.
For ACCZ', recall the functions A: EAx EC and g::EEx EEAc-(O.) intro-
duced in section (1) and define GA, t E .NII(E) by
fr(9)c;,A(c(li) = ffoe( l'qAg,5 17A({1Ac){X(dlSA)/Z( AitC)
for rlEE and fIE C'(E). Also. Definc y(A) to be the smallest number y such that
(..) f -'()o.( ,,( y f r()I();.(d ) . fE C (:).
for all n E E.
(4.2) Lemma: For each ACCZ v, y(A) < :.
Proof: Observe that (4.1) is equivalent to
f C( )log( ) (d ' | S -y f
Also, for any probability measure m. and any fEL2(ui .
f f`()lo(' )m( (W ) = inf f(f'(9)log(f'2()) -,:!- fT..i m,
Ilfll,) x > 
and for each x > 0 the integrand on the right tixie -.' tibe 'iDe eqtt;r.':x i;t .ua.:u-
negative. Also, if the left side in the above equality ;ir ffi;e. i*ii, , *, T ,ilh ,Ai-u ;fr:n - ,h~
right side is achieved when x = |ff-(M)m(dcl). Hence o,-: e.i4- .- i,: t.!.t %- f- z , 7*
babilitv measures m and !' with m < <p.
J f 0'( e )log f Il Im I f i ,
Thus, since g, is boun:decl above and below by posit;~:e ¢ae.ium.. ne If' q'.¥' :ci-'Ck
that
f r:-(5)log( r-il) >,(j)s y I i.~I7,iEt-" %l~I~)
E, I f -Ej.r
for some y < x. But, because logarithmic Sobole~, imfaer c;l:iRir ;.m: ip:vew'~i ~,..4c.'lr.'
tensor products (cf. 14] or Lemma (9.13) in [12]), Aet. %m.t~Tiim', w.i:fl. %l9.V- ~i· ~:i .
show that
(4.1') | r:(!)lor:(~) x(,ll)< | llV(i)l-(d].), fI(c.llp r.
, I IflI:(,) h _
That a logarithmic Sobolev inequality holds for .fi .Ber'vii;Z 1m ia,'oi. ox :3 cn-
nected compact manifold was first observed(l by O. Rozla::z []n].  f. T t cr s.~t,'. .rrfr,
pleteless. we sketch a proof hlere. By stanldar<l el,?;' 'tiLe , ' .', bt;,, ..i. ,u'.-
gr1ol p et a it( its Sa suloot h (leusity c((t.x.y) whicht. If.:-Lt' , > '0, is ursiTirai. ' ¾:.s,~-
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time. In particular. ea is a Hilbert-Schlit operator on L`(NI), and therefore 0 ib the
only possible accumulation point of its spectrum. In addition 1 is its largest eigen-
value and, because q( l.x.y) is uniformly positive, it is clear that i is a simple eigen-
value. From these considerations, we see that
Iletaf - rfdXll(LZ) Illf - ffdXIlL)xie-'t, t ' 0.
for some e > 0 and all fEL-(X). At the same time. because q((1.x.y) is bounded. it i.,
clear that Ile:fllL 4! )-< CllfL:(; ) for some C < -. Hence. by a simple ar<clument. due
to J. Glemm [3]. there is a T : I such that IIeTafliL 4(X) c I[flL'-i. But. (cf. p. 1 8 1 in
[12J) HleTAllL:(X)t 4(! = 1 implies (-t.1') with y = 4T. Q.E.D.
The point of this section is that we will not require that {y(A): A CC Z"} be
bounded as we did in the previous section. but only that y(A) not grow too rapidly as
A - Zv. To compensate for this relaxation of the logarithmic Sobolev hypothesis we
need the following mi.xing conditions.
(4.3). There is a 8 > 0 such that for all finite A0 andt all 8 which are bounded aind
.EA measurablle, there is a constant -A\f such that for all q E E and all A D A,.
O
(-1.4)1 If f(f )GCA.,(dl)- f f()g(1!)- c - f e - edist( A°' A¢)
where g is the uni(lue (because of (-1.-1!) element in C ( ).
Giiven ACCZ and l E. let {par . t. >-0} denote the Markov seuli-group on C(E)
such t hat
P A.f f-f f A P"LA.fds, t t O,
where
~L~tf( 5, I )C diC(lig k( , H k,)oP( , . 1, )G( )
for f (E). It i n m cr l t , is 
for fE .2.(E). It is an easy matter to c(heck that GA.,i { . > 0} reversible.
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If .I were a finite set, the proof of the next lemma could be found in t7]. The
changes needed in that proof to cover the present situation are purely notational. In
particular if one replaces A; there by Vk, the proof goes through nearly word for
word.
(4.5) Lemma. There is a constant c < x such that for all finite A0 and all
f E C o(E. ) there is a constant A.,f such that for all r E E
1P~f(r)- P. f(f I .2A.,fec t (ct N.(N+2)! '
where N = [dist(AcAC)/R.].
(4.6) Theorer;i. Assume that the mixing condition (4.3) holds for some 8 > 0. In
addition. assume that there are yE(O,O), aE[0,1), and t E[0oo) such that
(4.7) -y(A) -Y A I(1oglA 1)',
for all ACCZv. Then there is an e > 0 such that for all initial clistributions p0o and
* E 2(E):
l-o
(4.8) ..... f 0(~)g(cd) - f %(U)p,(d)I S B(4)e (pogt), t > 2,
where B(4b)E(0,x).
Proof. Let 4 E C o(E). If Ao has side length / let A(t) be the box with side length
/+ 4cRt. Here c is as in Lemma (4.5). Then
(4.9) IPt('N) - |f 0()g(d)I <: IPpt('q) - P A(t )." 40(')l
+ Ip A("),",( )- f 4()GA,4(dt)I
+ If -0WCA,.,('0 - f 0( )(d9 ) 
The first term on the right side of (-1.8) is bounded by A.,Oect ( ct) +([4Ict }+ 2)!
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.A:.,( e( 4I)4C -' .A.se ' . B- (-1.3) the third term on the right side of (4.9) is bounded
by A\1 e4 8 e-' ". Thus we need ouly bound the second term. To do that we ret lrnl to
the free enc'gy consideranionN of the previous section. First note that if
F( a) = log I e CA(f)Gt(d(de)
then Ft(a)= =  Ft(O) and F t (a) < 41!I1 for all a. Thus for all a 0
Ft(a) < 211)1l1la 2, and by (2.2.)
(4.10) FpA(t)., 4,(') - J )( )go )I.dl) [
5 '2.3:.11,11=( f(t).(p )logf(t!( )G, x!t).. (dn))l/- ,
,where fOW(tH() = d"' } and ) (Pt(t)")* 8,s(). Now by (3.3) we hbave
(4.11) f fCi(")(llogfIt(!(lC;,x(t)(dc) C ClA(t,) 
Also by a straight forward computation (see [9j) and Lemma (3.5)
(4.12)  d f f.t)()logft)( )Glt.()
= If fA(t)(~) LA(t),n (logfA(t)(g))GA(t)o.(d9)
4- 'y(Aft)) 
Thus
_ ( - 1)
(4.13) f f0t)({) log(ft.()(9))GA(t)..~(d9j) < C IA(t )Ie ItO).
5 C( 1+ 4cRt) ' e - 4(t-L 'Yy(t+4cRt)r (iog(t+4 cRt)) '
.<S Boe- t1-O;(log t)'
for some Bo < x which depends on ~ only through / antd sonic e > 0 which (loes
not depend on : and all t _- '2. Q.E.P.
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5. One Dimension:
In this section we show that. in one dimension, the hypotheses of Theorem (4.6),
with a = 0 andl ' = 1. are satisfied for all finite range translation invariant poten-
tials 9.
The first hypothesis is (4.3). That this holds for Gibbs states with finite range
interaction in one dimension is well known. It can be proved by considering intervals
whose length is the length of the interaction and noting that conditional Gibbs state.
GA,,('), is just a Markov chain conditioned to have specific values at both ends of an
interval of length IJAI/. Moreover the state space of this kMarkov chain is compact
and the translation function is uniformly positive. (See the discussion of one-
dimensional systems in [11] for the basic ideas.)
It is considerably more work to check that y(A) ' = yloglAI for some y < **.
We begin with the following lemma.
Lemma. Let, A0 = t-R/2, R/21. There is a constant y1 such that if A is any inter-
val containing A0 and rq E E, then for all f E Co (E).
(5.2) f f'(f)log(f2(f))G,1 ,(d0) s X f lVkf(S)II2G,(dS )
kEA o
+ 5 fr-')G,,,(dcl)log(f fr(R)GA,,l(dg)
Proof. Note that for any ADA o and any lCUE the marginal distribution of GA,, on
MN'AO had a density with respect to XA ° which is bounded awa& from infinity and zero
uniformly in A and A. The rest of the proof is just is in Lemma (-1.2). Q.E.D.
Our next step is to prove that there is some number e > 0 such that for all A
and all 'l, LI " ' acting on L'!(GAC,(')) has a gap of length at least e between 0 and
the rest of its spectrum. \Ve do this by first introducing a jump process for which this
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resulrt has already been proved.
For f E ,2(E) let
affrr) = 2 f (fo{^k(a 1 {Jrk}C) -frlW )JG{k}, 1(dar)k M
fl generates a positive contraction semi-group, (.S, t > 0) on C(E) and fn is self-
adjoint on L2(g) (see [51). Moreover (see [31 or [8])
(5.3) f f(t)f[(RT)g(d-r) = ( fc)f))G( g(
The following lemma can be proved by merely changing the notation in the proof of
Theorem (0.4) of [61.
(5.4) Lemma. There is an E¢ > 0 such that for all f E L2(g),
(5.5) - f ()Rf(Ej)g(d3 ) > % I (f(e)-f f(ii)g(d-t)) 2g(d) .
(5.6) Lemma. There is an ¢t > 0 such that if f E C.(E) for some finite A. then
(5.7;) 5 lIVfr(f)ll' 2g(dS ) l c S (r()-f f(:q)g(d))fg(dc) 
Proof. To simplify the notation we make the following convention. For
kEZ", rlEE. and zIEM we write k; foro the element of E which is equal to 'r at all
sites except. k and is equal to w at k. Thus instead of writing fo{(k'{ ;3h )1we write
simply r(rlko)
Now by (5.3) and (5.5)
(5.8) X 5 (5 (f(.ka)- - r( ))(;{.n(dO ))'-g(-l )
k NM
cE 5 (f(5)-f r(-rj)g(;-j))Fg(di).
Buit
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- f f (f(JrkO )-f f('rl;a )Gg,,(do))2Gfk} ,(dm)g(dll)
M M
< f f I (f(nk,) - f f(kta)X(da))2X(dck)g(d'r) max g{k}( Il'q(k}c)/Z{k}(n'1{}e)
N I IM
Now the Laplace-Beltrami operator on the compact manifold M has a gap at 0 in its
spectrum (cf. the proof of Lemma (4.2). Thus there is an e. > 0 such that
f (f(qkmw) - f(nk'a)X(da)) 2X(dw)
MN M
<- 1 f( ,ka)di vkVkf(lk 'a)X(da')
.. M
= -- f IVkf('qka) 2'X(da).
~2 M
Substituting this into the right side of (5.9) and using translation invariance we have
(5.10) f ( ((f(nka)- f(1))GO{k}.,(da)) 2g(d-)
_ _1__axg___
(
_ l__ Zjk}(S Wk¢c)
' 
1
- max f{} max ( f ItVk;f(lkCa)l12G{k},,(da)g(dlt).
-- , Z,, ( Zt({k}c) ',' g {k} (k}) M
The lemma follows from (5.8) and (5.10). Q.E.D.
(5.11) Lemma. There is an c > 0 such that for all intervals A, all rl E E, and all
f E C,;(E),
(5..12) J I IVVkf(a)Il-GA,,(cda)
k(A
2 £ f (f(o)-f f(w)GA,,(clo))'2GAn(da).
Proof. Note that since 18AI is independent of A in one dimension, there is a con-
staut a > 0 such that for all rl and :,11 A E A-, I > GA.A(A)/g(A) > a . Thus
the left side of (5.12) is bounded below by
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(.:..1:3) a ~ f iiVkf(cr)|lg(da)
caelf(f(oa)- f f(w)g(dw))'2g(da)
> ac1El f (f(cr)-f f(w)g(dw)) 2G.,.,(da),
- E f ( f(.)-f f( C; ),~ gd ))"G, B.dc),
where e = ac",. Q.E.D.
(5.14) Lemma. Let g be a one-dimensional Gibbs state whose range of interacticn
is R and let y(A) be as in section 4. Then there is a constant k0o < such that for
(5.1l5) Y(U-4 -~ 2t R. + .1 R]) s
{Y([-- 4 R - t - 1)V ([R+1 , t1 R+ 1)}+ k0
Proof. First note that. if A is an interval, then y(A) depends only on IAI. Therefore
we ;write y( /) instead of y(A) when A is an interval containing / integers.
Now let. A,- [4 /- .2- P 2P 1, - 1]fI and2 2 2 2
A3 = [-!-R+1, R+ tj and set A = A1 U A., U A 3. If a E Ml and wi f a i, we
write a = wowo. 3 to mean a(k) = o,(k) if k E A,. If w -..E aA- and f E E, we will let.
-1cal denote the configuration which is equal to "q off of A., and equal to W. on A.. \We
denote the conditional (listribution of g given RxCUA by ',,,,.) and note that since
IA1 , C',, = Gl,,.x C,,,,, : .It A=E/,- = we denote G (A:\ ) by g"t)(Al-q).
Let f E C',. By conclitioning on A., we have
(;5.16) f f'( U) lo f'2(a)GCA ,(dla)
f | f f(f- c°)logf(W1ogo:,J',A,. ( dd, (  .)
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Thus by first factoring n,2(' ) and then applying Lemma (9.13) in [12] we bound the
right side of (5.16) above by
(5.17) f{[Y( 4)VY( /) I IZ J ' ll'Vkf(wlw 2 3')llIA-:G,@,~(dl')GA3..W:(do 3)
k(A1UA3
+r~~, . (A,)
+ F"(-,o.) logF-('coz4gA ')a(do ),
where
F-(w.) = f f :(a?3)GA l (dxo)G, , ,(dW3) 
By apply ing Lemma (5.1) to the part of (5.17) which involves F -we may bound (5.17)
above by
(-5.18) IY( 4)vy( )1  f lIVkf(a)ll-2GA,,,(da)
k(AlUA3
+ -Y IfIIVF(qo 2)II'gA ')(dw?)
ckEA.,
+ f f(ar)GA,,(clar)log(f rf(a)GA,.(doI)) 
Denote A u by wn and concentrate on the second term in (5.18). For any
k E A,
( 5.1I9 ) , I IV, F(",) c I
+= F() 1 1-,)ff r - ~ t d jd(*2F('q3) 11
2 f | I lVkf(,W, L,. 3 ))I 1I,(dld, 3)
+ I Jf (WIW])V JW(ld)xAmUA 3dI(IW3 )
2 ~~~ ~ ~ --
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Now f f Vk', ,(dwlw 3)X¾A ' Z(tlcdw 3) = Vkl = 0. Thus for any number \V.
I o,,,,~ W o W I,);r1 3,f W13)
-- I~r f (f(W I0 W3)r_,-)2 1V-l-) d3
+ 2\x'f f ifg~_)-\v) 
-v " ( 1-
+ 4\\ f f IIVkloo ,,oc(w 3)ll NV 2',(cla 3) If (f(j w oiW 3)-W)2I-T,,^( dl'd3)
Setting \V = f f f(ol.(wwtOw:3 (l,.tclI, .3), and noting that ilV;log1,,(o,(W 1W)l1 I is
bounded uniformly in all of its varialbles we see that the second term on the rigliht. side
of (5.19) is boundedl hy
NIlW 2f f fr(o.: 
- \( )ot,,,,-(d1 .ocl 3)
for some finite constant K1 , which is independent or / . , , and k. .ince
%\-2 < F?'(. t), upon substituting this into (.5.19) and then substituting the resulting
inequality into (5.18) we have
(;.21 ) fF(o')lo f2(o')G. ,,(do')
< [y( 4 )VY( /y( ) f Il'vkr()ll 2G,,.,(oC) + y 1 J f IVkf(a)l- 2GA,,(doC)kEAIUA 3 kEA.
kkA.,
Since 7/,,,= GA, ,G , A we applx Lemma (5.6) to the tensor prodluct
L:(G( C,,,,,) 0 L2(C; ~,~,,,) to conclude that the last term on tlihe right. side of ( .21) i:
bollni(le(l by
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K1 f f f  JC W iVjf(1l Ocl3 )jj2G,,(dCdl 13 ) A2(dw)i(1E kE(AjEAiUA3 '
= !I 1 fA,.E-l I f IIVJf(ao)11 2Gn,(da).
JEA 1UA 3
Thus the lemma is proved with k0 = ylV[IKIREF -I. Q.E.D.
(5.22) Theorem. Let g be a one-dimensional Gibbs state with finite range poten-
tial, and let y( Ai ) be as in section 4. Then there is a constant y such that
Y(A) _ y log IA I for all IA I - 2.
Proof. By induction on i it is easily seen from Lemma (5.14) that if
(2 i - l )R < m s (2' + -1 )R, then
(5.23) Y(m) < y + iko,
where y = max y(i). Also if (2i-1)R < m < (2i+ l 1)R, then
logR + (i-l)log2 < logim. Thus
yirn l) v-y+ ik°i 1ia h(m ko lo-2 im-a logm mM - log R+(i-1)log2 k g2
and hence there is a constant y < = such that
y(m) g< • logm for all m a 2.
Q.E.D.
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